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1. PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
In this article, we develop a number of useful results that allow for the elimination of redun- 
dant information from conditional expectations of a specific form. Specifically, our result is an 
extension of Theorem 9.2.1 in [1]. 
Let 9 be a a-field, and let {9"a : c~ E A} be a collection of a-fields indexed by A. Recall 
that {~ : a E A} are said to be conditionally independent given ~ if, for every finite sub- 
set {Otl,Ot 2 . . . .  ,O~n} C_ A, we have 
E I(Fi) 9 -- E[ I (F~) [ 9 ] ,  (1) 
i=1 
for all events Fi E ~a~. We will require Chung's Theorem 9.2.1, which we state here. For a proof 
of this result, see [1]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A be an arbitrary index set, and let {9:~ : a E A} be a collection of a-fields of 
events. For each a E A, let ~Y(~) denote the smallest a-field containing all 9:~ with 13 E A \ {a}. 
Then, the sets 9:~ are conditionally independent relative to some a-field 9 if and only if, for 
each a and F~ E 9:~, we have 
(Fo)I vg] : (Fo) 19] (2) 
The following trivial lemma facilitates the proof of an inductive consequence of Lemma 1.1. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A, ~, and ~D be a-fields of events such that T) C_ .4 V ~B. I f  Z is a random 
variable such that  E [Z [ A Y ~B] = E [Z I ~], then E [Z I ~B V ~D] = E [Z ] ~]. 
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PROOF. We see that the following holds: 
E [Z[~ V2)] = E{E[Z  I A v~] l~ v2)} = E {E[Z I :B] I :B v 2)} = E[Z [ :B] 
and the lemma is proved. | 
The following lemma is an inductive consequence of Lemma 1.1 used in the proof of our main 
result. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let {9"a : ~ E A} be conditionally independent given 9, let so, a l , . . . ,  an E A be 
distinct, and let 2) be a a-field with 2) C_ ~:~o V 9. Then, for arbitrary events F1 e ~:~1,..., F~ 
E ~:~,, we have 
n 
E[I(F1).. .  I (F,) [ Y~ o V 9] = y IE [ I (F , ) I2 )V  9]. 
i=1 
PROOF. For any i = 1, . . . ,  n, we have 
= E {E [I (F~) [ 9] [ ff~o v 9} 
= E[ I (F , )  I 9] ,  
for every F ie  9:',~ by Lemma 1.1. By Lemma 1.2, it follows that 
E [1 (F,) I ~=,~o v 9] = E [Z (FD I 9] = S [_r (F,) 1~ v 9], 
for any F ie  ~,  and all i = 1, . . . ,  n. 
We now prove the lemma inductively. Suppose we have shown that 
k 
E [I(F1)... z (Fk) I 9",~o v 9] = H E[ I (FD I ) V 9]. 
i=1  
(We have already proved the case k -- 1.) Then, we see that 
E[ I  (F1) . . . I ( Fk ) I (Fk+l )  [ ~ao V 9] = E{E [I(F1)...I(Fk)I(Fk+I)] ~:(c~k+l)Vg] [ ~roco Vg} 
E{ I (F1) . . . I ( Fk )E[ I (Fk+I ) ]Y ,~o V9][9:~0 V 9} 
E {I(F1). . . I (Fk)E [I(Fk+I) [ 9] [ Yao Vg} 
E[ I (F1) . . . I ( Fk ) [Y~o V 9]E[ I (Fk+I ) [9 ]  
k+l 
H E l i (F , )  [ 2) V 91. | 
i=1 
We prove the following lemma which allows us to show the conditional independence of in- 
formation sets if we can establish that certain subsets of the relevant events are conditionally 
independent. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let ~:, 9, and [K be a-fields, and let {9"a : a E A} be a collection of a-fields with 
arbitrary index set A. Suppose that for any finite subset {a l , . . . ,  an} C_ A of indices, we have 
n 
E[I(F)I(G)I (F1) . . . I ( Fn) [  :K] = E[I(F)I(G) I ~]  r l  E[I (F,) [ ~] ,  (3) 
i=l 
for a11F E ~, F1 e 9:al,... ,Fn e ff~n, and G E 9. Then, ~:V9 and { 9:~ : a E A} are conditionally 
independent given 9{. 
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PROOF. Let T be the collection of events given by 
T= {FMG:  F • ~:,G• 9}, (4) 
and note that T is a r-system (closed under finite intersections). 
Let L be the collection of all events E E ~V 9 satisfying V{a l , . . .  ,an} C A, Fi • ~:,~,..., 
E[ I (E) I (F1) . . . I  (Fn) I 9/] = El i (E)  [~K] 1-I E[ I  (F~) [ 9~]. (5) 
i=1 
If we can show that L -- 9: V 9, then the result is proved. But first, let us show that L is a 
A-system (f~ • L and L closed under complementation a d countable disjoint unions). Note that, 
by equation (3), we have T C L. In particular, we have f~ • T c_ L. Now, for any E • L, we see 
that its complement E c = f t \E  satisfies the following for all {al . . . .  , an} C_ A, F1 E ~:~1, •" ,  9~. : 
E [ I (E  ~) I (F I ) . . . I (F ,~)  I ~]  = E{[1 - I (E ) ] I (F~) . . . I ( Fn)  I ~} 
= E[ I (~) I (F1) . . . I (Fn)  I ~] - E[ I (E) I (F1) . . . I (Fn)  ~] 
n 
= {1 -E [ I (E )  lg f ]} l lE [ I (F~) Ig f  ]
i= l  
n 
= E [I (Be)I 9/] 1-I E[ I  (Fi) I ~K], 
i= l  
and we have E c E L. For a collection Ekk E N of disjoint sets in L, we see that for all 
{a l , . . . ,  an} C A, F1 e ~a, . . . .  , Fn e 9~a,, we have 
= ZE[ I (Ek)  I (F1) . . . I  (Fn) I 9/] 
kEN 
= ZE[ I (Ek) ]9 / ]  f iE [ / (F i )  I~K] 
kEN i=1 
=E z UEk x I]E[Z(F )IX], 
\ kEN / i=1  
and hence, we have UneN En • L. Therefore, L is seen to be a A-system. 
Obviously, as 9: C T and 9 C T, we have Y V 9 c_ a(T). By Dynkin's r-A Theorem (see 
[2, Theorem 3.2]), we have 9: V 9 C a(T) C L C 9: V 9. Hence, the relation in equation (5) holds 
for all events E • 9 ~ V 9, and • V 9 and {E~ : a • A} are seen to be conditionally independent 
given ~K. I 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
Now, we may turn to the proof of our main result. Essentially, this theorem allows the elimi- 
nation of redundant information from a conditional expectation, while requiring only a relatively 
weak form of independence. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let {~ : a E A} be conditionally independent given 9. Fix (~o E A, and 
let ~D C_ ~:~o V 9 be a a-field. If Z is an ~:~o V9-measurable random variable with E[Z I < oc, then 
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PROOF. For any finite set of indices {a l , . . . ,an}  C A distinct from a0, let F0 • 9"ao,F1 
~,~1,... ,Fn • 9:a,,, G • 9, and E • 7) V 9 be arbitrary events. 
By Lemma 3, we have 
Y$ 
E [Z(&)... Z(Fn) I v 91 = l I  s [I(F0 I D vg].  
i= l  
Therefore, we have the following: 
E[I (Fo) I (F1)... I (Fn) I(G)I(E)] = E {I (Fo) I(G)I(E)E [I (F1). . .  I (F~) I 5"ao V 9 ]} 
=E I (Fo) I (G) I (E )HE I (F  0 7) V9 
i=1  
As E[I(Fo)I(G) I 7) V 9] 1-I E[I(F~) I 7) V 9] is 7) V 9-measurable, we have by the definition of 
conditional expectation that 
n 
E [I(Fo)I(V)I(F1)... I(Fn) I 7) V S] = E [I(Fo)I(V) I 7) V 9] H E [I(Fi) I 7) V 9],  (7) 
i=1  
for all F0 e 9~ao, F1 • ~'a, , . . . ,  F~ • 9"a., and G • 9. Therefore, by Lemma 1.4, {9~a : a • 
A \ {a0}} and 9~ao V 9 are conditionally independent with respect o 7) V 9. By Lemma 1.1, we 
have the following for all F • ~ao V 9: 
E [ I (F )  7) V9 : (~°)vg] =E[ I (F ) [7 )Vg] .  (8) 
Having established that the theorem holds for Z = I(F), we may generalize it to all 9~ao V 9- 
measurable simple random variables Z. Then, for an arbitrary integrable random variable Z, we 
may construct a sequence of simple random variables {¢Pn}neN such that ~n --* Z and [~n[ <_ IZ[. 
By the dominated convergence theorem for conditional expectations, Theorem 6.5.5 of [3], we 
have 
lim E[~ I 7) V 91 = E[Z I 7) V 91, 
and, as E[~vn I 7)V:~'(a°)Vg] = E[q0n I 7) V9] for all n • N, the statement of the theorem 
follows. I 
Considering the special case where 7) = 0 and Z = I(Fao) , we see that this theorem is a 
generalization of (the "only if" portion of) Lemma 1.1, Chung's theorem. 
Next, we prove the following lemma, which is used in the proof of the corollary below. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A and B be independent. Then, A and e are conditionally independent given ~B 
if and only i ra  is independent orb  V e. 
PROOF. Let A and ~B be independent, and let A • A, B • B, and C • e be arbitrary events. 
Suppose A and ff are conditionally independent given B. We see that the following is satisfied: 
E [I(A)I(B)I(C)] = E {E [I(A)I(B)I(C) I B]} -- E {I(B)E [I(A) I B] E [I(C) I B]} 
= E {I(B)E [I(A)] E [I(C) I B]} = E [I(A)] Z [I(B)I(C)]. 
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That A and 23 V e are independent follows from a straightforward application of Dynkin's theorem 
(or, alternatively, from Lemma 1.4 by taking ~ = 23, 9 = e, and {9"~ : a e A} = {A}). 
Conversely, suppose A is independent of 23 V e. Then, we have 
E [I(A)I(C) [ 23] = E {I(C)E [I(A) [ 23 V e] [ 23} 
= E {I(C)E [I(A)] [ (B} = E [I(A) [ 23] E [I(C) [ (B], 
because Eli(A) I 23] = E[E[I(A) I (B V e] I (B] = E[E[I(A)] I 23] = E[I(A)]. The statement of the 
lemma follows. | 
We now prove the following corollary, a simple form of Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A, 23, and e be a-fields such that A and 23 V e axe independent. Suppose ~D 
is a a-field such that (D c_ A v 23. Let Z be A V (B-measurable with E[Z[ < oc. Then, we have 
the following: 
[z 1 23 v e v ~)1 - -  E [z 123 v ~)1. (9) 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.2, the independence of A and 23 V e gives us A and ff conditionally inde- 
pendent given (B. The hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are then satisfied for {9"a : a E A} -- {Jr, e} 
and 9 = 23, and the corollary follows. | 
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